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The more advanced the technology is, the more developed the Nation is. It has the 
other side too of ecological damage or evaluation. The figures clearly show that the more the 
GDP of a country, the more is its energy consumption, fossil fuel & electricity usage, steel & 
mineral requirement, water use per capita per annum.  
The whole progress is at the mercy of natural resources. Everyone is aware that natural 
resources are being depleted at an alarming rate. If a developed nation fear running out of its 
resources, it starts exploiting the developing-world. Now the developing-world giants India, 
China and others have started competing with the developed world for natural resources. 
What will happen if such Giant-populations want to live with the US standard of living? This 
is practically impossible. So it is the need that everyone especially the today’s developed must 
stop all sorts of Natural resources exploitation.  
We are behaving as if Nature is our prey. But if prey perishes the predator never 
survives. Every act of life needs to be eco-friendly; every step the green-step. Introduction of 
Green-GDP is one such step which is in a preliminary state. More parameters like green-GDP 
and restoration acts like Benign-neglect must make evaluation of natural resources properly 
and make aware everybody to redefine progress and growth.  
The planet is not only human beings’ belongings but it belongs to all the billions of 
living creatures it harbors. To save earth one must divert human interference and must change 
life style from individual to Nation’s level to reach to final green revolution. The conservation 
phase is over and all the economies must turn into restoration economies to achieve the target. 
 
